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    01. Dropping Knowledge (5:56)  02. The Bounce (5:18)  03. Dig It (7:31)  04. Happiness Is a
Healer (6:23)  05. Meteorite (5:41)  06. Put a Different Spin on It (6:34)  07. The Sweetness
(5:34)  08. Getting It Together (5:54)  09. We're on the Move (5:34)  10. Give Me Love (6:11)   
Katie Leone  - vocals  Joe "Bongo" Beckett – percussion  Julian Crampton - bass  Rufus Philpot
- bass on “The Bounce" & "Give Me Love"  Mark Jaimes – guitar  Neil Angley – keys  Davide
Giovannini – drums  Tim Smart – trombone  Pablo Mendelssohn – trumpet  Simon Allen - sax    

 

  

After two years, Down To The Bone is back with Dig It! Acid jazz is a far more club oriented
version of contemporary instrumental that pulls from funk, hip-hop, and dance. Smooth jazz on
steroids? No...Simply an area of contemporary music just as old but packed with far more
rhythmic flavor and Dig It is certainly no exception! The harmonic heartbeat behind the band is
Stuart Wade whose keen vision and lyrical sense have allowed him to assembly a true
collective of top professionals that continue to raise the bar. As a producer, Stuart Wade has
few contemporaries that can turn out consistently high quality releases that offer up a little
something new each time out. A one word review, ridiculous!

  

There is no denying that acid jazz in England and acid jazz performed for the United States
audiences are not exactly similar yet the two collectives assembled have the innate ability to
artfully manipulate the sound and the rhythmic intensity to serve as harmonic chameleons
adapting to any audience put before them. No artistic integrity was harmed in the production of
what should be one of the best contemporary releases of the year. While vocal tracks on more
contemporary releases can be somewhat feast or famine, you can "dig in" with Katie Leone on
"Happiness Is A Healer" and "Put A Different Spin On It." Leone does extensive work with
Incognito so the hand in glove fit is of little surprise. Oli Silk contributes heavily as well including
two stellar tracks "Dropping Knowledge" and "The Bounce."
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Down To The Bone continues to welcome one and all to the land of rhythm and groove! The
soulful and soul filled flavors are deep and rich. No two DTTB releases sound the same, Dig It
has certainly been worth the weight and DTTB fans have plenty to cheer about! Soul, funk and
jazz...a groove you use! --- Brent Black, criticaljazz.com
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